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Análisis paramétrico de la distribución de droga durante infusiones en
el cerebro con un modelo axisimétrico con reflujo

A análise paramétrica de distribuição de drogas no cérebro durante infusões com um modelo
axisymmetric com refluxo

Abstract ─ Convection-enhanced delivery as a means to deliver therapeutic drugs directly to the brain has shown limited
clinical efficacy, primarily attributed to the phenomena of backflow, in which the infused fluid flows preferentially along the
shaft catheter rather than forward into the tissue. We have previously developed a finite element model of backflow that includes
both material and geometric nonlinearities and the free boundary conditions associated with the displacement of the tissue away
from the external surface of the catheter. However, that study was limited to predictions of the tissue deformation and resulting
convective fluid velocity in the interstitial space. In this study, we use results from that model to solve for the distribution of the
infused therapeutic agent. We demonstrate that a significant percentage of the infused drug is not transported into the region of
tissue located forward from the catheter tip, but instead is transported into the region along the lateral sides of the catheter. For
lower flow rates, this study suggests that the use of a catheter with a larger radius may be preferable since it will provide the higher
amount of drug to be transported to the tissue in front of the catheter. In contrast, for higher flow rates consistent with clinical
infusions, the radius of the infusion catheter had minimal effect on the distribution of the infused drug, with most being transported
into the tissue around the shaft of the catheter.
Keywords ─ Convection-enhanced delivery, Infusion drugs, Computational model, Mass transport, Brain tumors.
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Resumen ─ Convection-enhanced delivery es una técnica que permite transportar drogas directamente en el cerebro para el
tratamiento de enfermedades del sistema nervioso central. Este método ha mostrado una eficacia limitada debido principalmente
al fenómeno de reflujo (backflow), según el cual, el fluido inyectado fluye preferiblemente a lo largo del catéter y no hacia el
tejido delante de la punta. Previamente desarrollamos un modelo de elementos finitos para representar el reflujo, el cual incluye
las no linealidades geométricas y del material y las condiciones de borde libre asociadas con el desplazamiento del tejido en la
superficie externa del catéter. Sin embargo, ese modelo solo predice la deformación del tejido y el campo de velocidades en el
espacio intersticial. En este estudio, hemos utilizado los resultados provenientes del mencionado modelo bifásico para resolver la
ecuación de transporte de masa y predecir la distribución de droga suministrada. Se pudo demostrar que un porcentaje significativo
de droga no penetra en el tejido ubicado delante de la punta del catéter, sino que es transportado hacia el tejido ubicado alrededor
del catéter. Para bajo caudales, este estudio sugiere que el uso de un catéter con un radio mayor permitiría transportar una mayor
cantidad de droga hacia el tejido al frente de la punta. Por otro lado, para los mayores caudales usados en la práctica clínica, el
radio del catéter tiene un efecto marginal en la distribución del fármaco, y la mayor cantidad de droga se transporta hacia el tejido
ubicado alrededor del catéter.
Palabras clave ─ Entrega mejorada por convección, Infusión de drogas, Modelo computacional, Transporte de masa, Tumores
Cerebrales.
Sumário ─ Convection-enhanced delivery é uma técnica para o transporte de drogas directamente no cérebro para tratar
doenças do sistema nervoso central. Este método tem demonstrado eficácia limitada devido, principalmente, ao fenómeno de
refluxo (refluxo), através do qual, de preferência, o fluido injectado flui através do cateter para o tecido e não à frente da ponta.
Anteriormente desenvolvido um modelo de elementos finitos para representar a refluxo, que inclui geométricas e não-linearidades
do material e as condições associadas com a extremidade livre de deslocamento da trama na superfície exterior do cateter. No
entanto, este modelo apenas prevê deformação do tecido e campo de velocidades no espaço intersticial. Neste estudo, foram
utilizados os resultados do modelo de duas fases acima referidas, para resolver a equação de transporte e prever a distribuição de
massa de medicamentos fornecidos. Demonstrou-se que uma percentagem significativa da droga não penetra no tecido localizado
em frente da ponta do cateter, que é transportado para o tecido que rodeia o cateter. Para as taxas de fluxo baixas, este estudo
sugere que o uso de um cateter com um raio maior do que transportar uma maior quantidade de droga para o tecido em frente da
ponta. Além disso, para taxas de fluxo mais elevadas utilizadas na prática clínica, o raio do cateter tem um efeito marginal sobre a
distribuição da droga, e tanto fármaco é transportado para o tecido que rodeia o cateter.
Palabras-chave ─ Convecção reforçada entrega, a infusão de drogas, modelo computacional, transporte de massa, tumores
cerebrais.
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I. Introduction

onvection-enhanced delivery (CED) is a method
that was developed to treat cerebral diseases by
infusing therapeutic agents directly into the brain under
positive pressure in order to avoid the blood-brain barrier.
Whereas controlled animal studies have been encouraging
[1-3], clinical trials [4] have shown limited efficacy of
this technique, attributed to poor distribution of the drug
into the targeted region, which may be due to backflow,
in which the infused fluid flows toward the surface of the
brain along the annular gap formed outside the surface of
the catheter. Hence, a significant amount of drug may be
transported into the tissue from the lateral surface formed
around the catheter rather than from the infusion cavity
formed around the catheter tip.
In order to understand the physics of the problem
and to improve the infusion protocols, several theoretical
models have been developed to calculate drug distribution
during infusions into the brain. Generally these models
assume that brain tissue is rigid or behaves as a linear
elastic material under infinitesimal deformations [5-7].
However, given the compliant nature of brain tissue,
substantial deformations are generated during infusions, as

it has been documented in animal studies [8]. In addition,
experimental testing has shown that brain tissue exhibits
nonlinear stress-strain curves under finite deformations
[9, 10]. As shown in the study by Smith and García [11],
which includes geometrical and material nonlinearities,
the consideration of the finite deformations of the tissue
around the infusion cavity greatly modifies the contours of
drug distribution with respect to those predicted for rigid
materials. However, the model described by Smith and
García [11] was based in a simplified spherical model that
does not include backflow.
A recent finite element model that includes backflow
and considers material and geometrical nonlinearities
was developed to predict fluid flow under flow-controlled
infusions [12]. Nonetheless, this model does not solve the
mass transport equation in order to predict the distribution
of the infused drug. Hence, the objective of this study
was to solve the mass transport equation to calculate drug
distributions under flow-controlled infusions, considering
the backflow zone and the nonlinear effects included in
our previous model of fluid transport [12]. The model
was used to perform a parametric analysis in order to
determine the sensitivity of results under variations of flow
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rate, catheter radius, tissue shear modulus and hydraulic
conductivity, and effective drug diffusivity.

II. Methods
To consider the deformation of the tissue that has
shown to be substantial during infusions into animal brain
tissue [8], the solution of the mass transport equation
required information about the deformations and the
interstitial fluid velocity that occurs during infusion.
Predictions for these were obtained using our previously
developed biphasic model [12], which is briefly explained
below, for the sake of completeness.

The model includes geometric and material
nonlinearities, strain-dependent hydraulic conductivity,
and the consideration of the free boundary problems that
occur at the catheter tip and around the outer surface of the
catheter resulting from backflow along the catheter shaft
[13]. It was developed using ABAQUS 6.10 (Simulia,
Providence, RI) considering axial symmetry and the planar
geometry of Fig. 1, and it was calibrated with published
experimental data [14]. The free boundary problems were
treated using two specially formulated layers at the tip
and side of the catheter (Fig. 2a), as explained in detail in
references [12].

2.1 Biphasic Finite Element Model of Infusion

t =0
p=0

The model of infusion represents brain tissue as a
biphasic medium consisting of solid and fluid phases.
This theory assumes that both phases are intrinsically
incompressible but that the medium may compress by
expulsion of the fluid. The governing equations are force
equilibrium and mass conservation of the mixture [12],
which may be respectively expressed as
(1)

(2)

where Se is effective Cauchy stress tensor, p is the
interstitial fluid pressure, I is the identity tensor, vs is
the velocity of the solid matrix, and κ is the hydraulic
conductivity.

NL2

t =0
p=0

NL1
ur = 0
qr = 0
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C =1

C=1

t =0
p=0

Fig. 2. Representation of the boundary conditions applied in the
biphasic analysis (left). Boundary conditions applied in the mass
transport analysis (right).

0,98 mm

40 mm

The infused material was represented as a biphasic
medium composed of solid and fluid phases. The solid
phase was represented with the following Ogden-type
compressible hyperelastic energy function
W=

N
i=1

z
20 mm

2µi α
–
— [λ i + λ αi + λ αi – 3 + (J αi βi – 1) / βi]
2
3
α2i 1

where λ1, λ2, λ1 are the principal stretch ratios, αi, µi,
and βi are material parameters, and J is the determinant
of the deformation gradient tensor. The coefficients are
related to the initial shear modulus G by
G=

r
Fig. 1. Sketch of the domain used in the finite element model of
backflow and mass transport around a 0.98-mm-radius catheter.

(3)

N
i=1

µi ,

(4)

and the parameters βi are related to the Poisson´s ratio
ν by
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v
—— .
(5)
1–2v
The nonlinear parameter αi was taken to be −4.71,
consistent with the experimental studies on brain tissue of
Miller and Chinzei [10], and the Poisson’s ratio was taken
to be 0.35, in agreement with other analyses [6, 7, 11, 12].
Also, the hydraulic conductivity was assumed to depend
on tissue dilatation as
βi =

κ = κ0 exp (M e),

(6)

where κ0 is the hydraulic conductivity at zero strain,
M is a non-dimensional parameter, and e is the volumetric
dilation.
2.2 Infusion Mass Transport Model with Backflow
Fluid and solid velocities, fluid fractions, and
displacements from the biphasic model were used for the
solution of the mass transport equation. The appropriate
form of the convective-diffusive mass transport equation
[6, 11] is
∂C → →
— + ( v i – v s) ∙ �C + C � ∙ (v i ) – � ∙ [ D�C] = 0,
∂t

(7)

where C is the concentration of the chemical species
→
per unit volume of tissue, v i is the interstitial fluid velocity
vector, and D is the effective diffusion coefficient. It was
assumed that transport is limited to the interstitial space
and that no vascular or cellular absorption occurs.
We assumed an axial symmetry consistent with
other models [12] and experimental tests [13, 14]. This
geometry consists of a cylinder extending between the
radius of the catheter and an outer surface of 20-mm
radius with a hemisphere of that radius at the catheter tip
(Fig. 1). For an axial symmetric geometry, the (7) may be
represented by the following equation:
∂C → →
— + ( v i – v s) ∙
∂t
1 ∂
– —
r ∂r

1 ∂
∂C
∂C
∂v
— rˆ + — Ẑ + C ( – — (r vir ) + —iz ) – D
∂r
∂z
r ∂r
∂z

∂C
∂ 2C
r — + —2
∂r
∂z

= 0,

(8)

where r and z are the current radial and axial
coordinates, respectively; and r̂ and ẑ are unit vectors
along the radial and axial directions. In addition, vir and viz
are the radial and axial components of the interstitial fluid
velocity vector, respectively.
Eq. (8) was solved numerically using the finite
element method in space with the Galerkin approach for
the interpolating functions while the time derivative was
approximated with the Euler’s backward difference. A
custom-written axisymmetric program was developed in
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA), which efficiently
imported the output files from the biphasic model
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and solved the mass-transport equation. Based on a
convergence study, meshes of 3680, 3431, 3364, and
3241 axisymmetric elements of type CAX4P were used
for a catheter radius of 0.150, 0.33, 0.50, and 0.98 mm,
respectively.
With respect to the boundary conditions for the mass
transport infusion model, the drug concentration on the
infusion surface was assumed to be equal to the infused
agent and it was normalized to one. On the external side of
the catheter, the drug concentration is initially unknown.
As infusion proceeds and due to backflow, the tissue
near the catheter tip separates from the outer surface of
the catheter and the boundary condition changes to be a
known drug concentration. As a first approximation, drug
concentration along the backflow length on the surface of
the catheter was assumed to be equal to the normalized
fluid concentration (Fig. 2b).
2.3 Model Verification
We made several comparisons in order to verify our
code. First, for a rigid domain, numerical concentrations
were compared with closed-form solutions that can
be obtained by independently considering axial and
radial flow, for both steady and transient states. Second,
considering that there are no analytical solutions including
the various sources of nonlinearities associated with
the problem, our code was verified using a previously
developed finite element program based on spherical
geometry, which includes finite deformations, material
nonlinearities, and the variation of hydraulic conductivity
with strain [11]. Those simulations were performed
using similar baseline parameters published in that study.
Finally, using a more general geometry (Fig. 1) and all
sources of nonlinearities, a mass balance convergence was
conducted for the case of a small diffusion coefficient so
that drug mass transport into the tissue was dominated by
convection.
2.4 Parametric Analysis
We performed an analysis in order to determine the
sensitivity of our results to variations in the infusion
parameters. First, we considered two materials, one with
elastic properties similar to those of brain tissue and
another with stiffer properties, in order to obtain results
that could be compared with those of other models that
adopted the hypothesis of infinitesimal deformations. We
performed 272 simulations for the brain-like material and
162 simulations for the rigid material under variations of
infusion parameters within the ranges shown in Table 1,
which reproduce conditions adopted in experimental or
clinical infusions [1, 4, 15] or are consistent with previous
theoretical studies [11, 16, 17]. The total infusion time
was set 600 seconds, consistent with other numerical
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studies [6, 11, 18, 19]. To more exactly describe the drug
distributions, we defined four regions (Fig. 3): tip gap,
annular gap, forward tissue, and lateral tissue. The first
two, tip gap and annular gap, described the infusion cavity
and the backflow zone around the catheter, respectively,
and are both filled with fluid. The other two, forward tissue
and lateral tissue, described the regions of the tissue in
front of the catheter tip and around the outer cylinder of
the catheter, respectively.
Tip gap
Annular gap
Lateral Tissue
Forward Tissue

iii. results
3.1 Model Verification
The predicted numerical concentrations yielded
differences less than 2% with respect to the closedform solutions. The verification with a spherical
symmetrical finite element code [11] showed differences
of concentration lower than 5% for a wide range of
material properties that were included in the comparison
[20]. For the mass balance verifications including all
nonlinear effects and the domain with the backflow zone
(Fig. 1), it was observed that a decrease in the time step
resulted in a decreased error between the infused drug
and the quantity present in the tissue. For example,
differences were less than 5% using a time step of 1 s
(Fig. 4). There were no spatial instabilities for the values
of the diffusion coefficient D considered in this analysis
since pilot simulations showed these instabilities arose
for diffusivities less than 8.0×10–6 mm2 s–1 for the stiffer
materials and less than 5.0×10–6 mm2 s–1 for the softer
materials. For each case, the Peclet number was within
the range 500-1000, which means that the transport
phenomenon was dominated by convection.

Fig. 3. Sketch defining the regions of the domain used to quantify
the distribution of the infused agent (i.e., “tip gap” and “annular gap”
liquid regions, and “forward tissue” and “lateral tissue” regions).
Table 1. Summary of parameters used in this study.
Parameter
Strain energy function
Exponents

Range

α1= – 4.7, α2 = 0

References
11
Fig. 4. Differences between the infused drug and the quantity
present in the tissue using different step times.

Shear Modulus, G
Brain Tissue

200 – 4000 Pa

11

Rigid

10000 – 100000 Pa

Initial hydraulic
conductivity, k0

2 - 6 mm4 N – 1 s– 1

3

1

3
20

Diffusivity, D

0.2
(1.6 – 0.16 – 0.08) × 10– 5
mm2 s– 1

20

Catheter radius, rc

0.98, 0.5, 0.33, 0.105 mm

14

Nonlinear hydraulic
conductivity parameter, M
Initial porosity, θ

Flow rate, Q
Infusion time, t

0.3 – 6 µl min
600 s

–1

3,6,17,20
3,6,17

3.2 Drug Distributions from Parametric Analysis
The effect of varying mechanical properties on final
drug distribution was substantial when comparing rigidlike materials (shear modulus G > 50000 Pa) and brainlike materials (G < 4000 Pa). Generally, a shorter backflow
length and a deeper drug penetration along both the radial
and axial directions were obtained for the stiffer material
(Fig. 5b). The drug was more uniformly distributed for the
softer materials, whereas there was a peak at the corner
of the catheter for the stiffer material, which appears to
be due to an increase in the fluid velocity at this location
(Fig. 5a). This peak did not appear for the softer material
due to the larger deformation of the tissue. For a flow
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rate of 1 µl/min and values of G between 400 and 4000
Pa, the relative distribution in the four sections of the
domain was rather similar, characterized by a drug content
in the lateral tissue above 60%, which was between two
and three-fold the drug content in the forward tissue (Fig.
6). This distribution tendency changed for more rigid
materials, with the drug content almost equal in the lateral
and forward sections for shear moduli higher than 50000
Pa (Fig. 6).
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materials (Fig. 7). For all flow rates considered, models
with a shear modulus similar to brain tissue had over 50
percent of the infused drug transported into the lateral
region of the tissue (Fig. 8). For increments in flow rate,
the drug distribution increased in the lateral region,
decreased in the forward tissue and the tip gap, and was
relatively constant in the annular gap (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5. Comparison of the normalized bulk concentration
distributions for an infusion flow rate of Q = 4 µl min-1 and a shear
modulus G of (a) 400 Pa and (b) 100000 Pa.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the normalized (bulk) concentration
distributions for a shear modulus representative of brain tissue (G
= 400 Pa) obtained for infusion flow rates of (a) 0.3 μL/min and (b)
6μL/min for a 0.98-mm-radius catheter.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the regional distributions of the infused
agent for an infusion flow rate of Q = 1 µl min-1, rc = 0.98 mm, and
different values of the shear modulus G.

For both low and high flow rates, substantial
deformations as well as maximum concentrations localized
around the catheter tip were obtained for brain-like

Fig. 8. Comparison of the regional distributions of the infused agent
for a shear modulus representative of brain tissue (G = 400 Pa) with
variations in the infusion flow rate Q.
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We next present results for variations of parameters
with respect the following baseline values: catheter
radius rc = 0.98 mm, shear modulus G = 2000 Pa, initial
hydraulic conductivity κ0 = 2 mm4 N–1 s-1, nonlinear
permeability parameter M = 1, and diffusion coefficient
D = 1.6 10-5 mm2 s-1, as shown in Table 2. Two flow
rates (0.3 µl/min and 6 µl/min) were considered in this
comparison.
For a flow rate of 0.3 µl/min and reductions of the
catheter radius, there was an increase of drug content
in the lateral region as well as important decreases in
the forward tissue, the tip gap and the annular gap, e.g.,
up to 43% reduction in the forward tissue and up to 25%
increase in the lateral tissue for a catheter radius of 0.105
mm (Table 2). The same tendency was observed for the
flow rate of 6 µl/min, however, the variations were not as
high as those observed for the lower flow rate, e.g., up to
17% decrease in the forward tissue and up to 4% increase
in the lateral tissue for rc = 0.105 mm.
Decreases in the shear modulus G yielded a rather
constant drug content in the lateral tissue region (changes
less than 2%) and accumulation of the drug in the tip gap,
e.g., differences up to 128% and 92% for 0.3 µl/min and 6
µl/min, respectively (Table 2). However, whereas the drug
content increased in the annular gap and decreased in the
forward tissue for reductions of G and Q = 0.3 µl/min, it

decreased in the annular gap and increased in the forward
tissue for Q =6 µl/min.
There were decreases in the content in the lateral
region and increases in the forward tissue for increases of
the initial hydraulic conductivity. However, for 6 µl/min,
this decrease of content was rather low (-5%). Change of
one order of magnitude in the diffusivity parameter D had
a marginal effect on content distribution (Table 2).

IV. Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first model to
predict drug distribution during infusions into the brain
that includes material and geometrical nonlinearities
and the consideration of backflow. Results showed the
important influence of including large deformations
compared to analyses that consider the infused domain to
be rigid. For instance, while the prediction of drug content
in the tissue in front of the catheter tip for a rigid domain
was about 50%, it was only around 25% for a domain with
elastic properties similar to those of brain tissue.
The difference of drug content distributions between
rigid-like and brain-like materials may be primarily
attributed to the larger backflow length predicted for
softer materials that greatly enhances the drug distribution
toward the lateral section of the tissue, which may be

Table 2. Percentage of the infused agent within each of the four parts of the domain with respect to the whole content (and percentage change
in those values relative to the baseline case due to the parameter variation, in parenthesis) for flow rates of 0.3 µl/min and 6 µl/min at 10 min of
infusion. The bold face numbers show results for the base line parameters (rc = 0.98 mm, G = 2000 Pa, κ0= 2 mm4 N–1 s–1, M = 1, and D = 1.6
10-5 mm2 s-1) and the other numbers show results under variations of parameters with respect to base-line values, as noted in the first column. The
infused volumes were 3 µl and 60 µl for 0.3 µl/min and 6 µl/min, respectively that were obtained using a time step of 1 s.
Tip Gap

Annular Gap

Lateral Tissue

Forward Tissue

Q = [0.3 µl/min]
Baseline (µl)

1.0 (0)

3.7 (0)

63.8 (0)

31.6 (0)

rc = 0.50 mm

1.0 (-1)

4.7 (32)

73.3 (15)

21.0 (-33)

rc = 0.33 mm

0.2 (-82)

2.1 (-40)

79.2 (24)

18.5 (-42)

rc = 0.105 mm

0.3 (-71)

1.8 (-48)

79.9 (25)

18.0 (-43)

G = 800 Pa

1.6 (55)

3.5 (-1)

64.7 (1)

30.2 (-5)

G = 400 Pa

2.3 (128)

5.3 (49)

64.7 (1)

27.7 (-13)

κ0 = 4 mm4 N –1 s –1

2.0 (98)

2.8 (-20)

46.7 (-27)

48.5 (53)

κ0 = 6 mm4 N –1 s –1

2.0 (94)

2.8 (-21)

44.1 (-31)

51.1 (61)

D = 1.6 10 –4 mm2 s–1

1.0 (-1)

3.7 (3)

63.6 (1)

31.7 (1)

Q = [6 µl/min]
Baseline (µl)

0.5 (0)

6.2 (0)

87.0 (0)

6.3 (0)

rc = 0.50 mm

0.2 (-60)

4.5 (-28)

89.4 (3)

6.0 (-5)

rc = 0.33 mm

0.1 (-83)

4.3 (-32)

90.0 (4)

5.7 (-10)

rc = 0.105 mm

0.1 (-81)

4.4 (-30)

90.3 (4)

5.3 (-17)

G = 800 Pa

0.9 (82)

4.6 (-26)

88.8 (2)

5.7 (-10)

G = 400 Pa

1.0 (92)

4.9 (-20)

86.9 (0)

7.2 (13)

κ0 = 4 mm4 N –1 s–1

0.4 (-16)

3.0 (-52)

85.6 (-2)

11.1 (75)

κ0 = 6 mm4 N –1 s–1

0.4 (-13)

2.6 (-58)

82.2 (-5)

14.7 (131)

D = 1.6 10–4 mm2 s–1

0.5 (-1)

6.2 (-1)

87.3 (2)

6.4 (2)
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many times larger than the infusion cavity in front of the
catheter tip. This explains why the simulations predict
that a significant proportion of the drug is transported
into the tissue surrounding the catheter rather than
forward of the tip. The higher penetration of the drug
for rigid-like materials (Fig. 5) may be explained by the
smaller expansion of the interstitial spaces compared to
the substantial increases in void fraction that have been
documented for brain-like materials in other computational
models [11, 21], and in the experimental studies [5, 22].
Additionally, the relevance of the increasing of void
fraction on brain tissue has been highlighted in a specific
algorithm [23] to provide better drug coverage around
the catheter tip. A higher penetration implies that a higher
volume of infusion will be predicted with a rigid model,
which is consistent with the results presented by Kim et al.
[24] showing that the predictions of the infusion volume
from their rigid model are about 20% greater than the
experimental measurements in rats. The rigid models [24,
25] are also unable to predict drug accumulation due to the
increase in porosity around the catheter tip, as has been
documented in other studies [5, 11].
Simulations also showed that the drug content in
the lateral tissue was relatively constant for brain-like
materials and higher flow rates under variations of
parameters like catheter radius and shear modulus (Table
2). This is consistent with results of computational
simulations showing that the influence of the catheter
radius and shear modulus on backflow length is marginal
when nonlinear effects such as finite deformations
generated under higher flow rates are included in the
analyses [20]. Under these conditions, the higher percent
of the drug is transported from the backflow surface,
which is relatively large compared to the area of the
infusion cavity.
Decreases of drug content in the tip gap and annular
gap for decreases of catheter radius are explained by the
lower volume of these gaps, which grossly decreases
with the cube of the catheter radius. In addition, under
lower flow rates (0.3 µl/min), a higher proportion of the
backflow zone is near to the catheter tip and the area of
the infusion surface is comparable to that of the annular
volume around the backflow zone (Fig. 7). Hence, this
implies that a higher proportion of the drug is transported
from the catheter tip and makes the influence of variations,
such as the catheter radius, more marked in the relative
distribution of the drug.
On the other hand, higher drug contents in the lateral
tissue under higher flow rates may be explained by the
longer backflow lengths and deformations caused by
the augmented dragging action of the fluid flow over
the poroelastic tissue, which is consistent with the
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results presented by Casanova et al [26]. Drug content
predictions were not sensitive to diffusivity changes since
the transport phenomenon analyzed in this study was
dominated by convection, as characterized by large Peclet
numbers. Similar conclusions were obtained in another
study [11] under a spherical geometry that considers
similar parameters and the nonlinearities of the problem.
No spatial instabilities were present for the ranges of
shear modulus and diffusivity used in this study using
the traditional Galerkin method even though the Peclet
number was as high as 1000 for the softer material.
From the clinical point-of view, results of the study
showing increases of drug content in the lateral tissue for
smaller catheters, more markedly for lower flow rates,
suggests that the use of a catheter with a larger radius may
be preferable since it will provide a higher amount of drug
to be transported to the tissue in front of the catheter. In
addition, under flow-controlled infusions, the pressure
is lower for larger catheter radius. Hence, a lower degree
of tissue damage may be expected for a larger catheter
radius due to the lower values of stress associated with the
infusion pressure.
This study was performed using an axisymmetrical
geometry and assuming a homogeneous material. Our
next endeavor will be the implementation of the model in
realistic 3-D geometries in order to be able to quantify the
influence on drug distribution of anatomical details, such
as the ventricles. Another limitation is that the anisotropy
of the hydraulic conductivity was not taken into account
in the initial non-deformed configuration. However, the
variation of strain with the hydraulic conductivity was
included in the model, which allows to describe changes
in highly expandable sections, which has been suggested
to be the main mechanism behind the preferential flow
observed in white tissue matter [27, 28]. It has to be noted
that the significant effects of finite deformations analyzed
in this study will also constitute a main component of
future models.
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